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Various grades are available for a wide range of bonding
applications.
Tape with both side adhesive coating suitable for wall
mount pictures, cable tie-mounts, and multi-applications.
Suitable for clean and smooth walls, ceramic tiles, and
wooden surfaces.
Tailor-made shapes are available.Tailor-made shapes are available.

A self-adhesive Tape which has been specially designed
for applications require a high breaking strength.
This tape has a film backing and Hotmelt adhesive.
Woven glass fibres reinforce the backing, making this
product extremely strong when used for heavy packing
where it can replace metal and polypropylene strapping 
to great advantage.to great advantage.

Originally developed for Heating, Ventilating and Air
Conditioning (HVAC) Applications.  
Ideal for insulation, underground pipeline, corrosion &
abrasion protection.
Good resistance to moisture, and humidity.
Possessing outstanding conformity.
It is designed for industrial or pipe wrapping.It is designed for industrial or pipe wrapping.
Colors available: Black, Red, Silver Grey & many more.

Uniform thickness and width throughout the length.
Better performance compares to paints.
It resists water, weather, acids, alkalies, oil, greases, and
gasoline.
Free from wrinkles and Air Bubbles making it easy to
apply uniformly without distortion and frayed edges.
Special dispensers are available.Special dispensers are available.
Colour Available: Red, White, Yellow, Green, Blue, Black
& Yellow/Black.
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High performance Multipurpose Masking Tape.
Resistant to strong solvents and paints.
Good holding power.
Excellent for many individual applications.
Will not tear while removing.
No adhesive transfer after removal.

Self-adhesive tape consisting of a PET backing and a modified
Hotmelt adhesive with transparent Paper Liner.
High Bond Tape used in many applications required high tensible
strength and long term ageing.
This tape provides a strong rigid bond for the most demanding
external applications.
It is excellent for bonding rigid extrusions and is ideal forIt is excellent for bonding rigid extrusions and is ideal for
applications requiring an almost transparent finish.
Most suitable for fixing of reflection foil to LCD frame.

Strong adhesive ability.
Good performance in re - stripping & packaging.
Recommended for export packing.
Environment friendly.

Lamination with fibreglass and yarns specially for reinforced
purpose. Very high tensile strength.
This type with fibreglass backing is designed for heavy packaging
in economical way.
High adhesion.
Good packaging results.
High resistance to abrasion while transporting.High resistance to abrasion while transporting.
Recommended for export packing.
Brown colour available.
Environment friendly and temper proof.
Printed version also available.
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HDPE tape are used in Joint jobs in the connected
industries and where HDPE fabric and bags are used
Heavy duty, water resistance packing tape made from
HDPE fabric.
High tensile strength, strong adhesion & surfaces adhesion.
For packaging, sealing, jointing, reinforcement, patching
of HDPE bags / cartons, wire / rope bonding, etc.of HDPE bags / cartons, wire / rope bonding, etc.
Available in various colours

BOPP Film coated with water base adhesive.
Printed of single and multiple colours is also possible with
logo or customized design.
Printed with company's logo, it is a self-promotion display
platform for enterprise.
It is very good for carton box sealing.
Best option to go for branding purpose.Best option to go for branding purpose.
Provides packaging and seating solution for both domestic
and industrial needs.

For general purpose seaming, patching and sealing.
Highly suitable for sealing off air conditioning and cool/
warm air flow ducting.
Excellent adhesion on dry/clean surfaces on metal and
other surfaces.
These foil tapes can be applied for both high and low
temperatures.temperatures.
Size as per requirement.

It is used for the protection of surfaces finishes from dirt,
scratches and tool marks during handling, transport,
storage, forming, assembly etc.
It can be used to protect glossy or semi glossy materials,
such as pre painted metal, acrylic sheets,  polycarbonate,
polystyrene, rigid PVC, cold stainless steel, decorative
laminates, non-anodized aluminium & car bodies.laminates, non-anodized aluminium & car bodies.
The film can also be printed.
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Single Sided Polyester Tape Hot Melt  BOPP self adhesive
tape is high quality application tape with specially
formulated adhesive.
Single sided polyester tape will deliver high bonding tack,
uniform & enhanced safe, permanent seal, which also
ensures tamper proof & security protection to the
applied item.applied item.
Having good resistance to humidity, it also has a longer
shelf life.
Used in Sea Transport Heavy Carton Sealing.

Double-Sided Cloth Tape is a reliable, high shear resistant,
double-sided fabric tape coated with rubber adhesive.  
It has a Paper & polyester liner which unwinds smoothly
and ensures easy release.
Easily bonds glass, wood, steel, foam, etc.
Mounting of rubber stereos in flexographic printing.
Comes with Rubber adhesive and Hot melt adhesive.Comes with Rubber adhesive and Hot melt adhesive.
Used for Affixing of carpets, Etc.

Double-sided filament tape is composed of a release liner,
cross-fiberglass filament and hot-melt pressure-sensitive
adhesive.
It features excellent permanent adhesion to EPDM rubber
and foam PU strips.
Its cross-fiberglass layer plays significant roles like keeping
size stable and making the tape very high in strength insize stable and making the tape very high in strength in
both cross and machine directions.
Tough film backing protects the filaments and adhesive to
provide longer functional tape performance.
Used for Door & window sealing strip, bags & suitcase
lining sealing strap, for fixing carpet. 



These straps are available in 5 - 19 mm widths.
They are eco friendly, safe for use with food.
The standard color is white, but other colors and sizes can
be produced in the same grade on request.
They are manufactured through the most sophisticated,
hi-tech fully automatic plant.
They perform smooth and trouble free running on fullyThey perform smooth and trouble free running on fully
automatic machines even at very high speed Packing
operations.
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Self-Adhesive Fiberglass Mesh Tape, made with 8 x 8 mesh
(3.2 x 3.2mm spacing), coated with excellent water-based
acrylic adhesive.
Self-adhesive, faster application, no pre-plastering required,
easy to apply, resists cracking, do no rot, no blisters or
bubbles, more environmentally-friendly job.
It won’t tear, shrink, stretch or bubble, and it hides joints,It won’t tear, shrink, stretch or bubble, and it hides joints,
cracks and holes permanently.
Used in any commercial or residential application of
repairing the cracks and joints or holes of drywall &
plasterboard & stucco and the other surface.

These straps are availble in 9-32 mm widths in high
and medium strength grades.
Made from 100% recycled material.
The straps are temperature stable & guarantee high
strength and elasticity for optimally securing loads.
Suitable for use with machines and manua strapping.
Used for strapping stacks of paper & corrugated boardUsed for strapping stacks of paper & corrugated board
and also for entire pallets with more solid loads, including ,
bricks, wood or cans.
Suitable for both heat welding and ultra sonic sealing
process.
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Automatic heavy-duty, general-purpose plastic strapping
machine for 9 and 19 mm polypropylene strapping.
High-speed, jam-resistant, optional patented automatic
cutoff and re-feed feature.

Semiautomatic general-purpose strapping machine.
High speed, maintenance-free, jam-resistant.
Uses polypropylene strapping.

    High-performance polypropylene and polyester straps, tools, semi-automatic and automatic power strapping
machines are the most efficient system for closure, reinforcement, baling, bundling and unitizing. Ensuring uniform
strap placement and load integrity for low, medium and high speed production applications, they protect products
from the hazards of transportation and storage. The strapping tools and machines can be integrated into new and
existing production lines and are operator and maintenance friendly.

The head is used in fully automatic strapping installations
and it is suitable for a variety of applications in the steel,
non ferrous, brick, block, panel and general packaging
industries.
Strapping head designed to be used in combination with
various polypropylene strap types and sizes ranging from
9 to 15 mm.9 to 15 mm.

The carton to be sealed is put on the in-feed rollers given a
gentle push, when the motorized conveyor takes over starts
pulling the carton forward.
Top Bottom flaps of the cartons simultaneously along with
rollers pressing the tape for a tight seal. 
When the taping is over, the cutter blades cut-off the tape the
sealed cartons pass through to the out-feed rollers for delivery.sealed cartons pass through to the out-feed rollers for delivery.
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We are Having Latest Technology Imported Confecting
Machines For Superior Finish of Tapes

Gasket tapes (black & white foam)

Single side foam tapes

Spacer tapes

Super clear bopp tapes for lamination

Acrylic foam tapes (various types)

Heat sealing tapes

Teflon cloth tapes

DS polyester tapes (various types)


